Lemuria, the lost continent in the Pacific, (also known as Mu) has intrigued people worldwide since the mid 1800s. From Madame Blavatsky, who, in 1860, suggested that Lemuria existed in the Indian Ocean, to today’s David Hatcher Childress who makes comparisons of stone structures all over the world, there is much evidence of its existence and effect on civilization.

The most intriguing information comes from the Edgar Cayce life readings where he indicates that Lemuria / Mu was the first civilization on earth. Linda will take you on an exciting journey through time with many slides showing ancient structures and languages that defy modern scientific explanations of how they came to be.

You will learn of similarities in myths and legends of indigenous peoples around the world. Pictures of megalithic stone structures will be presented from such far flung places as the South Pacific (including Hawaii), Peru, England, Mexico and the US, to name a few. Their construction defies the imagination; however, Cayce gives us clues.

Symbols in hieroglyphs and petroglyphs from the Mayans to the Egyptians to the Southwest US to Ireland and on and on will be explored for similarities and meaning. They are the beginning of written language.

By comparing lifetime research done by various people over the years to the Cayce readings, Linda presents a very convincing case for Lemuria.
Linda Jewell left Hawaii in the summer of 1998 for a visit with her family in Virginia. Little did she know that her real purpose was to work at the ARE and learn about Edgar Cayce. By April 1999, she was working as the Tour Coordinator and a little over one year later became Tour Director as well as Coordinator. While doing research in the Cayce readings for information to supply the leaders of various tours, Linda came across some information about Lemuria and became intrigued. She began doing the Survey Lecture at the ARE headquarters every month. This she did for over nine years until leaving Virginia Beach to live nearer to her grandchildren in Charlottesville.

Linda has had many opportunities in her world travels to see firsthand the structures and other evidence of ancient civilizations. What stands out most for her are megalithic structures in Mexico and Peru, petroglyphs in Hawaii, New Mexico and Colorado, and large, ancient, perfectly round stone spheres in Costa Rica. Linda had psychic experiences in many of these places as well as felt energy flowing from sacred stones.

Since leaving Virginia Beach in late 2009 Linda has settled in Orange, VA where she currently practices energy healing as a certified Quantum Touch practitioner. She is also a certified Quantum Touch instructor and plans to begin classes soon at the Unity Holistic Healing Center where she is currently a practitioner.

We look forward to seeing you on September 28, 2013 when Linda promises a fun and entertaining lecture with slides and an exhibit of items collected during her travels.

Please contact Ann Jaffin for details about the time and place of Linda’s program: SJaffin@juno.com or by phone, 240-669-6032. Cost is $25.